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Shapes ønd Unit REVIEW

Standards

7.G.2 Part L: Draw wilth ruler and protractor triangles with given conditions. [L]
7 .G.2 Part 2: Be able to identify when the conditions determine a:unique triangle, more than one

triangle or no triangle. 12,3, 4l
7.G.5 Use facts about supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent angles to write and solve

simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure. [5]
8.G.5 Part L: Use informal arguments to establish facts about the angle sum and exterior angle of
triangles. [6]
8.G.5 Part 2: Use informal argumqnts to establish facts about the angles created when parallel lines

are cut by a transversal. [7]

L Using a ruler and protractor or angle ruler, draw and label the polygon with the following properties.

ZABC: 90o, IBCA : 45", and side BC : I in.
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2. A triangle has sides of 4 and 6. The measurement of the longest side is missing.
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Ted says that one possibility for the unknown side le' Do you agree with Ted? Why or why not? I dlg
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'I3. ls a triangle with angle measures 46",35", and 100" possible? Explain why or why not.
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4. A triangle has a 45 degree angle, a 60 degree angle and a side 3 centimeters in length.

Select True or False for each statement about this type of triangle.

Statement

e triangle must be an isosceles triangle

True Følse

X
The triangle must be an acute triangle X
The triangle must contain an angle measuring 75 degrees X
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Using your understanding of supplementary, complimentary, vertical and adjacent
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il Find the value of x. The diagram is not to scale.
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Enter the measure of angle ABC
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The figure below shows lines that are parallel. The measure of 22 is
Explain how you found each measure.

a. measure of t:: 175 
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